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Little
Lux Life
Lovely things for little people,
by Lydia Gard
Minor Details

Get Outside
1 Magis Ride-on
dalmatian puppy, £102.
miniobjectsofdesire.com

Junior Fashion Junkie
Bobo Choses clothes are always
playful and fun so it’s exciting
to see a collaboration with
Chispum. The capsule collection
of wallpapers has some excellent
designs. My favourite? Waves
print from the Spring/Summer
2015, Guess Who’s Coming for
Breakfast, available in yellow
and blue. bobochoses.com
Family Festival

So, if you’re honest, you’ve grown out of Glastonbury, but the new breed family
festivals combine cool and convenience so you don’t have to miss out on the
fun (or pretend to enjoy camping and queuing). Our favourites? The arty and
boho Wilderness Festival in Oxfordshire (August 6–9; wildernessfestival.com)
and Camp Bestival in Dorset (30 July to 2 August; campbestival.net). Grab a
day ticket and book a nice boutique hotel. Win-win.

2 20 ways to draw a tree,
£12.99. anthropologie.eu
3 Nobodinoz Skipping
rope, £12. smallable.com

Lydia gard is Editor of MrFox magazine.com; Petit Tribe photo by Julia Bostock

Bunk Up
I love the new
Scandinavian children’s
furniture range from
Oliver. Top of my
wish list is this high loft bed.
Stylish oak and white, with
clever benches underneath
for seating and storage, it’s the
perfect growing-up bed. £1,725.
cuckooland.com

STEALTH
HEALTH

Instant uplift

I’ve recently discovered Ana Moly
wallpapers – PEFC certified,
meaning only sustainable forests
are used, and using non-toxic
organic inks, which are noncarcinogenic. Nice idea, nice
patterns. ana-moly.co.uk

Fertility expert Zita West
and parenting blogger Leo
Bamford have joined forces
to create a new range
of vitamins for babies and
children. £29.95 for a
three-month supply.
zitawest.com

BOX CLEVER
Buying for a newborn? Order a Mori box. Gender-neutral
tones and cool Scandi-Japanese style, you can order a one-off
(£55) or subscription (£42 every six weeks). Each parcel has five
essentials, from sleepsuits to bodysuits and bibs. babymori.com
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